
Drive button allows you to switch between 
present drives; CD/internal memory or USB 
and the controls will operate the selected 
drive displayed on the screen. 

43400 Series

41380 Headphones

1918 Microphone

Features You Will Love
Display Screen shows you all the 
information for a particular drive, e.g. CD/ 
internal memory or USB.

Soft Keys located below the screen allow 
you to work your way through the menu their 
function differs and is detailed on the screen 
above that key.

Record quickly by one push of this button 
the Coomber will automatically create a new 
track, safe recording with no fear of recording 
over previous tracks.

Menu gives you access to advanced erase 
and copy functions, features and settings for 
more control if required.

Built in Microphone enables a clear 
recording of voices or instruments on an 
individual or group level. It can also clearly 
record voices during whole class discussions.

Versatile Connectors, for microphones 
and line in for amplifing laptops, tablets etc

Play/Pause previous and next track all in 
one area in a familiar layout.

Rotary Control can control volume, or
after pressing the buttons surrounding it, can 
also adjust speed, cue or tone. Clockwise for 
more, faster or forward, anit-clockwise for 
less, slower or back.

Power Down button ensures a safe 
shut down which is then able to be turned  
off at the mains.  

CD Drive copy Internal Memory 
recordings to CD to archive, play on  
other CD players or submit exams and 
assessments. Use as a CD duplicator  
by copying CDs to memory then back  
onto a blank CD.

USB Socket connect a USB memory stick to 
play MP3s or record WAV files. 

Built In Handles for carrying with ease.

6 Headphone sockets for group listening.

Class facing stereo speakers.

Wind up the 
wire to keep 
and store tidily 
on the shelf.


